Dawn Wynne’s School Visits
FAQ
Dawn currently travels throughout the United States presenting her books. The assemblies are
always fun, full of facts, and interactive. Please see below for specific details or contact her at
dawnwynne.com
What are your fees?
Appearance fees are $350 and includes up to 2 assemblies. $100 for each additional assembly.
Writer’s Workshop fees are $150 for a one hour session. For visits outside of California travel
and hotel accommodations are required. Dawn offers a few scholarships each year to schools
that do not have a budget. Please inquire if you are interested.
For Skype visits please visit: http://skypeanauthor.wikifoundry.com/page/Dawn+Wynne
What does the presentation consist of?
Talks are customized to fit the needs of each school. She can accommodate large group
assemblies or smaller grade level presentations. Larger schools typically group students into
primary and intermediate grades. Each assembly is fun and interactive.
K-2: Approximately 30-40 minutes.
3-6: Approximately 45 minute presentation with time for Q and A’s. If desired, Dawn can
include 15 minutes at the end to discuss how a book is made and talk about her publishing
experience.
What do you need for each presentation?
The only things needed are an electrical outlet, 2 tables, and microphone.
How are books purchased?
Dawn will provide the school with a flyer/order form 2 weeks prior to the visit. She will bring
books and sign them for those who pre-ordered. Those who wish to purchase books can also
do so after the presentation.
What do students or teachers need to prepare?
A curriculum guide is available for Earth Remembers When, although teachers do not need to
prepare anything. Older students should prepare questions they would like to ask the author.

Testimonials for Dawn’s Presentations

“The children at Burcham School enjoyed Dawn’s presentation. She was able to gear
each program for all grade levels. All children were interested and asked great
questions. Children with special needs were engaged and interested. The teachers in the
audience enjoyed her presentation. I highly recommend Dawn for an author’s
presentation.” -Mel, Librarian

“I am so delighted that Dawn came to my class to present her book “Earth Remembers
When.” She shared valuable information about the earth. She was engaging, energetic,
and interacted with all students by asking them questions and answering theirs as well.
Her book prompted such meaningful discussion, and we all can’t wait to see what she
writes next!” -Tiffany, Teacher

“This month the Del Paso campus had the special privilege of have Author Dawn Wynne
visit and share her book “I Remember When…” during an assembly. The students
enjoyed her hands-on presentation and were fascinated by the artifacts she shared.
Dawn’s gentle demeanor and captivating stories kept the students at the edge of their
seats and curious to know more. It was a great treat having Dawn visit Westlake Charter
and enlighten our students on some of the cherished tools from the past.” -Desyrae,
Curriculum & Assessment Coordinator

“We so enjoyed having Dawn Wynne come to our school and speak to our students about
her book and remembering when…. She was so enthusiastic and positive and had a lot to
share about old fashioned communication and the way things used to be. Thank-you
Dawn for sharing your talents with us!” -Jenn, Principal Alamo School

“I heard from many teachers who attended numerous authors’ visits that yours was the
best they’ve seen. More importantly, the kids truly enjoyed it too!” -California School
PTA-California School PTA

